TEHTRIS EPP (Endpoint Protection Platform) is an autonomous security agent for workstations and servers to protect companies against today’s threats. TEHTRIS EPP is one of the core modules of TEHTRIS XDR Platform. TEHTRIS EPP comes with detection and remediation capabilities (quarantine, deletion, network filtering).

The TEHTRIS EPP agent offers protection for your Windows, macOS and Linux workstations as well as your servers with our advanced antivirus tool.

Its threat knowledge base is automatically and regularly updated to optimize the security of your systems against a large number of viruses worldwide. TEHTRIS EPP acts as a first line of defense and can be combined with TEHTRIS EDR for a deeper defense strategy.

Advanced functions complete the local antivirus protection by fighting against vulnerability exploits (including 0-days). TEHTRIS EPP fights against targeted intrusions that remotely exploit vulnerabilities in Web browsers, office software applications such as PDF readers, etc.

More powerful than a simple antivirus, this service protects the entire customer workstation fleet via the TEHTRIS XDR Platform console. It can perform operations ranging from configuration to expert scanning, either with on-premise or cloud-based appliances.

The conception, research and development of TEHTRIS’ solutions are French made. TEHTRIS services and hostings are operated in France by default.

TEHTRIS EPP’s detections, remediations and configurations are available on TEHTRIS unified console. The TEHTRIS EPP virtual server (VM): “cloud” or “on-premise”

TECHNICAL FEATURES

- TEHTRIS EPP Windows Agent, macOS and Linux
- Appliance in “cloud” and/or “on-premise” mode
- Secure flow between EPP agents and Management VMs
- Sophisticated and advanced antivirus
- Scan types: scheduled and in real time
- Automatic updates of the signature databases
- Antiphishing (control of navigation and email monitoring)
- Behavioral analysis (targeted & unknown attacks, 0-days)
- Windows anti-exploit (Shellcodes, ROP, PrivEsc...)
- Integration with the TEHTRIS XDR Platform (Autopsies/post-event investigations, SOAR,...)
- Highly secure EPP virtual machine
- EPP logs exportable to a SIEM (Syslog, ...)